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Introduction

Borehole Engineering Services is a division of the Drilcorp Group dedicated to serving Water Supply Borehole
Owners.
Drilcorp was established in 1992 to serve the growing demand for independent water supplies throughout the
UK and has many satisfied clients with whom the Company has established excellent ongoing relationships.
The Company is a corporate member of The Welldrillers Association, The British Drilling Association, National
Ground Water Association, Construction Plant Hire Association and Constructionline.
Accreditations include ISO9001 accreditation from Bureau Veritas, Safecontractor, CHAS, UVDB Verification
and the company maintains integrated systems for Quality, Environment, Safety & Training (QEST)
After several years of constructing high quality water supply boreholes for clients across the full spectrum
it became apparent that Drilcorp needed a specialist division of the company dedicated to providing an expert
service to borehole owners such as:
Individual home owner
Bottling plants

Farmers

Golf courses
Public Utility

And many more

Hospitals

mains water supply

companies

Hence, Borehole Engineering Services, the nondrilling division of Drilcorp was formed. The division
caters for everything that a borehole owner may
need to ensure the efficient running of their valuable
asset.
Borehole Owners can rest assured that no matter
what is needed relating to their borehole, they need
look no further than Borehole Engineering Services
for expert, professional advice from our dedicated
team of engineers.
The Company currently has £10Million professional
indemnity insurance enabling us to work on even
the most prestigious boreholes owned by branded
bottling companies.
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Services

licensing
In England, Northern Ireland and Wales all boreholes abstracting in excess of 20m³ per day need
to be granted a licence by the Environment Agency. In Scotland these procedures are overseen
By SEPA (Scottish Environment Protection Agency) Here any Abstraction in excess of 10m³ will
require a licence.
The licensing procedure may be daunting for anyone who has not been involved with the process
previously.
Borehole Engineering Services regularly works
closely with the Environment Agency and are fully
aware of all legal and licensing requirements for
water abstraction. On request, we will handle all
client licensing needs smoothly and efficiently
providing documentation in a bound presentation
folder for safekeeping.

Aquifer Testing
Our borehole engineers are fully trained to carry
out aquifer testing to standard ISO 14686 – 2003
Test Pumping is a practical and reliable method of
estimating well performance, well yield, the zone
of influence of the well, water quality and aquifer
characteristics.
Test pumping is always specified when a new well
is to be licensed. BES has a wide range of in-house
submersible pumps, data loggers, flow meters and
all ancillary equipment needed to carry out aquifer
testing to a high standard. Records and reports are
provided in the required format.

Why do we carry out test pumping?
Schematic of effects of a pumping trial on the surrounding area

Pumping Well
Cone of depression

Observation Well

Pumping Rate

Drawdown

Original (static)
water table

Pumping Water Level
Aquifer

Aquitard

Distance between
pumping well and
observation well

This figure allows the
impact of a pumping
well on the water table
as well as on a nearby
observation well in an
unconfined aquifer.
As the water is pumped
from the well, the
standing water level
lowers. A cone of
depression is formed in
the surrounding aquifer
as the water level
drops in the pumping
well. Note that the
drawdown is much less
in the observation well.

Water Analysis
Groundwater produced by boreholes is generally very good quality.
However to be certain, samples are taken on the completion of a new borehole and taken to an
approved laboratory for testing.
Testing is carried out for microbiological contamination as well as mineral content.
Where necessary the laboratory makes recommendations regarding the potential need for
water treatment devices, such as: softeners, reverse osmosis units, distillation, neutralizers,
chlorination systems, ultraviolet or UV systems. If the borehole is to be used for public supply,
regular analysis may be needed for the local environmental health department.

Water Treatment
Borehole water may need to be treated for a variety of conditions
An ultra violet filter will kill all bacteria and it is recommended
that this filter is fitted even if the water is not showing any signs
of bacteriological infection as it is a relatively cheap form of
protection if circumstances alter.
Iron & Manganese content is a common problem with groundwater
and can cause a metallic taste to the water as well as
discolouration of white porcelain and laundry. These minerals
can form deposits which can block pipework and central heating
systems. This is easily treated and removed with Boresaver.
Hexameta Phosphate dosing treatment coats the CaCo³
molecules (hardness) in a small amount of phosphate which
stops them sticking to metal heating elements found in kettles
and boilers. This is an alternative to a water softener without
softening the water.
Water Softener. Hard water, when heated causes a scale build
up reducing the efficiency and furring up of pipework. Water
softeners treat hard water by a process of ion exchange
replacing the calcium and magnesium in the water with sodium.
We can also provide reverse osmosis units, dirty water filters,
Carbon Filters, Nitrate reduction units, Arsenic removal filters,
Sediment filters and more.

Borehole Installation & Commissioning
BES will supply and install all pumping equipment, rising main, headworks etc. and connect to
distribution pipework into service.
We will test pump the borehole and commission the installation ready for service. Full detailed
records and drawings will be provided for the works.

Submersible Pump Supply/Installation
Borehole Engineering Services can supply submersible pumps at preferential rates. Our service can
be supply only or supply and install.
We are agents for:

Grundfos

Caprari

Xylem

ZDS

Borehole Development
One of the most important elements in the construction of a
new water supply borehole is development.
This task is often given little consideration due to the
perceived cost without any visible progress.
This is false economy!
The drilling process crushes rock which is forced into the
fractures that allow groundwater into the borehole.
Muds and polymers also clog these fractures.
Fractures are often naturally clogged with fines and rock
sediment.
BES has many techniques for cleaning these fractures and
allowing the groundwater ease of access into the borehole.
This allows greater flow and therefore production.
Increased flow results in less drawdown and therefore
reduced pumping costs.
Development is essential and saves money in the long run!

Headworks Upgrade
New regulations have resulted in the fact that many existing
water supply boreholes are not compliant.
Borehole headworks should be designed to prevent the
inflow of surface water which may be contaminated.
Boreholes constructed before the new laws now need a
risk assessment to ensure that they comply with current
regulation standards.
BES has carried out many upgrades at all levels from
domestic property through to Public Utility.
Once works have been completed, BES will provide a
certificate of compliance for the borehole.

Refurbished
Headworks

CCTV Survey
BES CCTV Surveying Camera offers high definition colour video footage of your borehole.
Diameter capability – 25mm – 2000mm
Depth capability – 500mtr
Examine – joints, strata, water inflow, borehole construction, casing/screen condition, assist in
fishing for dropped equipment
What will you gain ?
		

Full DVD record of the borehole

		

Detailed observations from an experienced engineer

		

Advice on any remedial works needed

Verticality Survey
It is often a contractual requirement to survey a borehole during construction to prove verticality.
BES Flexit Tool will give the exact location of a borehole at any depth as well as full path
orientation and deviation over the full length of the borehole.
It also measures temperature within the borehole.
Our engineers will visit your site and survey your borehole giving immediate results on a plotted
graph.

Borehole Risk Analysis
Historically there were no fixed rules relating to borehole headworks and chamber completions –
only guidelines.
Many borehole headworks were completed at ground level and in areas where contamination such
as farm slurry was present.
Some of these boreholes have become a conduit allowing contamination to enter drinking water
aquifers.
Regional Environmental Health Departments are now required to carry out a risk assessment on
boreholes to ensure they are constructed correctly to prevent this happening.
BES offers a borehole risk assessment and remedial works to comply with current regulations.

Chemical & Mechanical Cleaning
Boreholes occasionally need cleaning.
Chemical methods of cleaning a borehole include:
Acidisation - the introduction of acid where a build up
of calcium has blocked fractures preventing water
from flowing into the borehole.
Boresaver treatment where iron bacteria have
clogged the borehole or screen preventing water
entering the borehole.
Mechanical scrubbing and high pressure jetting
is often needed as a preliminary measure to remove
excessive build up.

Examples of iron
build up
inside pipework

Relining & Refurbishment
In very old boreholes the surface casing can become corroded and
eventually holes form which allow undesirable groundwater and
bacteria to enter.
Near surface entry can allow hazardous bacteria such as
cryptosporidium or e-coli to contaminate the borehole
Following cleaning, scrubbing and a CCTV investigative survey, BES
will reline and refurbish the borehole bringing it back to as new
condition.

Borehole Maintenance Contract
Borehole Owners often do not have a plan in place in the event of a
catastrophic failure of their water supply borehole.
BES offers:
		A

business continuity plan

		

Scheduled maintenance plan

		

Emergency maintenance plan

Having a plan gives peace of mind to borehole owners in knowing that
any catastrophic failure will be handled swiftly with minimal disruption
to the business.

Recovery of Dropped Equipment

Both time consuming and costly detached equipment in your borehole can prevent the installation
of pumping equipment. BES have specialist in house equipment, qualified staff and can offer
assistance in the retrieval of this equipment from your well.

Spear Tap

Bell Tap

Borehole Abandonment/
Decommissioning
Disused boreholes can be a liability as they act as a
direct link to precious groundwater aquifers.
If contamination such as a fuel spillage enters an
aquifer, it can pollute the aquifer for miles around.
BES will decommission your disused borehole in
the correct manner as directed by the Environment
Agency.
A full record of the decommissioning process will
be provided to the Environment Agency.

Client Commitment Statement

Borehole Engineering Services is a division of the Drilcorp Group dedicated to servicing borehole
owners offering our clients the best advice and guidance drawn from our unparalleled experience
working on high profile boreholes.
We will provide Best Value for money in the industry.
We will quote accurate and realistic delivery times and endeavour to complete agreed services on
schedule.
We will keep our clients fully informed throughout the works process on works activities.
We will do in every respect what we say we will do.
We will provide a fast and efficient backup service when required.
We will promptly inform and consult our clients in the event of any changes in specification deemed
necessary at any stage during the works process.

Key Contact

Mike Bushby
Contracts Manager of Borehole Engineering Services
Mike and his team of Borehole Engineers are experts in solving
any problem you may have with your water supply borehole
Email Michael.bushby@borehole-engineering.com
Tel 0191 5273970
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